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The Economics of Antibiotics Use and Antibiotics 
Resistance in Indonesia 

 
 
 
With its more than 200 million population, it is estimated that billion of dollars 
are circulated for the purchase of drugs in Indonesia. At the moment, there is 
little available information with regards to the use of antibiotics and its 
consequences in Indonesia. 
 
Suspicion of the improper use of Antibiotics has been growing in Indonesia for 
many years. However, a proper medical audit of the practices has not been 
conducted by the medical profession association. The cause of this 
suspected actions are two sided: (1) lack of fund to provide or buy full dose 
of antibiotics use, and on the contrary (2) the habit to prescribe antibiotics to 
even a minor symptom. The two happens in different circumstances. The first 
one happens all over Indonesia at primary health centers and at general 
practitioner’s private practices, where most Indonesians go to seek medical 
treatment. The second happens in the richer communities where doctors 
prescribe antibiotics overtly without following the best practice guidance. 
 
It has been long known that improper use of antibiotics could cause in 
resistance to the drugs. Evidence in this area has grown considerably. In 
Indonesia, proper investigation of the issue has not been conducted. 
 
A model will be developed to: 

1. predict the probability to have antibiotics resistance to certain drugs in 
Indonesian context 

2. predict the economic consequences of such occurrence 
3. suggest ways that can be done both by the government , the medical 

society and pharmaceutical industry to control such occurrence 
 
The model requires primary and secondary data to complete it. A survey to 
review medical society’s practice in prescribing antibiotics drugs are required 
with sufficient sample size. The data collection would incorporate 



undergraduate students from faculties of public health from the National 
Public Health University Consortia. Ten districts from 5 provinces would be 
chosen out of 30 provinces all around Indonesia. A close cooperation with 
National Medical Association is required to help the data collection. In-depth 
interviews with medical peers and field practitioners are also necessary. This 
will be done purposively with smaller respondents. Secondary data of 
antibiotics resistance would be gathered from published literatures and on 
going study done by other researchers worldwide. 
 
For the economic modeling, current pattern in antibiotics and other drugs 
usage shall be described using Indonesian market data. The source of this 
data would be from the National Association of Pharmaceutical Producers. 
The economic consequences of antibiotics resistance then shall be explored 
using the model. Conclusion from the assessment would be used for policy 
recommendations. 
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